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There is a great demand for transparent films, membranes, or substrates in the fields of intelligent
wearables, electronic skins, air filtration, and tissue engineering. Traditional materials such as glass
and plastics cannot satisfy these requirements because of the lack of interconnected pores, undesirable
porosity, and flexibility. Electrospun fibrous membranes offset these shortcomings because they contain
small pores and have high porosity as well as outstanding flexibility. Thus, the development of transpar-
ent electrospun fibrous membranes is of great value. This work reports a simple and effective way to
develop flexible and porous transparent fibrous membranes (TFMs) directly from electrospun fibrous
membranes via mechanical pressing, without employing any other additives. In addition, the relationship
between the transparency performance and the molecular structure of the polymers after pressing was
summarized for the first time. After mechanical pressing, the membranes maintained fibrous morphol-
ogy, micron-sized pores, and desired porosity. Polystyrene fibrous membranes, which exhibited excellent
optical and mechanical properties, were used as a reference. The TFMs possessed high transparency
(~89% visible light transmittance at 550 nm), high porosity (10%–30%), and strong mechanical tensile
strength (~148 MPa), nearly 78 times that of the pristine electrospun fibrous membranes. Moreover, this
study demonstrated that transparent and conductive membranes can be fabricated based on TFMs using
vacuum-assisted filtration of silver nanowires followed by mechanical pressing. Compared with indium
tin oxide films, conductive TFMs exhibited good electrical conductivities (9 X per square (X�sq�1), 78%
transmittance at 550 nm) and notable mechanical performance (to bear abundant bending stresses).

� 2021 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier LTD on behalf of Chinese Academy of Engineering and
Higher Education Press Limited Company. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Flexible, transparent films, membranes, and substrates have
attracted extensive attention in a variety of fields, including smart
wearables, electronic skins, and air filtration [1–4]. Traditional
transparent films or substrates, such as glass, polyester (PET), or
polyethylene plastic, cannot completely meet the demands of
emerging application areas that require interconnected pores, high
porosity, and flexibility. For example, as smart wearables or
electronic skins gain popularity, the currently available
transparent films cannot fulfill the demands because they cannot
simultaneously exhibit high transmittance and excellent breatha-
bility [5–7]. In other applications involving human health being
vulnerable to particulate matter pollution, existing filter materials
such as window gauze have a high filtration performance but poor
light transmittance [8,9]. In addition, the emergence of coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19) has proved the vital importance of face
masks with high sterilization and filtration performance, but their
low light transmittance interferes with communication between
healthcare workers and people. Therefore, it is worth developing
transparent face masks to fight COVID-19 [10]. Recently, new types
of transparent materials have attracted significant attention. In
particular, transparent and flexible cellulose nanopaper [11–15]
and chitin [16,17] nanofibers have been developed. The nanopaper
exhibited high optical transmittance and good mechanical
performance and was expected to replace traditional plastic films.
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However, the manufacturing process for the nanopaper involves a
complicated chemical treatment, and the resulting material has an
inadequate porous structure or no pores. Wood is also a versatile
material that has been used in many applications, and transparent
wood films have even been reported [18–23] to have exceptional
performance, better than traditional glass. Nevertheless, these
films also lack interconnected pores and require complex chemical
processing, which consumes energy and time. Consequently, trans-
parent materials with a porous structure fabricated via a low-cost
and simple approach are difficult to obtain but are urgently
needed.

The electrospinning technique allows for the easily scalable
synthesis of continuous micro- or nanofibers from diverse mate-
rials such as polymers [24–26], carbon [27–29], and ceramics
[30–32], and has been confirmed to be an effective method for
manufacturing micro- or nanofibers [33–35]. The resulting elec-
trospun membranes possess small pores, high porosity, excellent
flexibility, and robust mechanical properties [34]. Therefore, the
fabrication of transparent electrospun fibrous membranes is a
promising approach for achieving the above functions. However,
it is extremely difficult to obtain transparent electrospun mem-
branes owing to light reflection and scattering from the micro-
and nanofibers.

Studies of transparent electrospun fibrous membranes have
been reported, and the fabrication methods of these functional
materials can be divided into two categories. One method
involves filling a polymer into fibrous membranes, which can
generate transparent nanocomposites. For example, a two-
component phenolic epoxy resin was incorporated into an elec-
trospun nylon-4,6 membrane [36], a nylon-6 nanofibrous mem-
brane was filled with cellulose acetate (CA) [37], and a
polyacrylonitrile (PAN)/polyurethane (PU) composite nanofibrous
membrane was heated to melt the PU and achieve transparency
[38]. This method for transparent fibrous membrane (TFM) fabri-
cation results in loss of fibrous structures and pores, while the
micro- or nanofibers act as the only reinforcement. The other
methodology involves decreasing the thickness of the electro-
spun fibrous membranes. The thinner the fibrous membrane,
the higher the light transmittance. One example is the fabrica-
tion of an ultrathin nanofiber or nanonet membrane air filter
with high performance by combining the electrospinning/netting
technique [39–45]. However, the shortcomings include poor
mechanical properties and harsh process conditions, hence the
fabrication process is time-consuming and the nanonet mem-
branes cannot be used independently. Therefore, the existing
methods of fabricating electrospun TFMs are complex and lose
the advantages of fibrous membranes. Thus, the development
of pure and free-standing transparent electrospun membranes
remains a challenge.

In this study, a facile and effective strategy for creating elec-
trospun TFMs via mechanical pressing was demonstrated, and
the relationship between transparency and polymer chain struc-
tures was summarized for the first time. After pressing, the TFMs
maintained their fibrous morphology, had micron-sized pores,
and possessed the desired porosity. In addition, the porosity,
pore size, and light transmittance of the membranes could be
regulated using pressure. The obtained TFMs exhibited excellent
flexibility, optical transmittance, and mechanical properties.
However, the limitation of this method is that the fibers are
easily damaged, which should be addressed in future work.
Transparent nanocomposite conductive membranes based on
TFMs utilizing vacuum-assisted filtration of silver nanowires
(AgNWs) were also realized. The resulting transparent conduc-
tive electrodes showed high electrical conductivity and notable
mechanical performance.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Polysulfone (PSU; molecular weight (Mw) = 67 000) polymer
chips, polystyrene (PS; Mw = 350 000) polymer chips, polyvinyli-
dene fluoride (PVDF; Mw = 1 050 000), CA (Mw = 30 000), dimethyl-
formamide (DMF, analytical reagent (AR)), acetone, dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO), and ethanol (EtOH, 99%) were purchased from
Aladdin Chemistry Co., Ltd., China. PAN (Mw = 90 000) was pur-
chased from Kaneka Co., Ltd., Japan. PU (IROGRAN A 85 P 4394
FCM) was purchased from Huntsman Co., Ltd., Germany. AgNW
(10 mg�mL�1) solution was purchased from Shanghai Puwei
Applied Materials Technology Co., Ltd., China. These chemicals
were used directly without further purification. Indium tin oxide
(ITO) films (150X per square (X�sq�1)) were obtained from Shang-
hai Keyan Phosphor Technology Co., Ltd., China.

2.2. Preparation of polystyrene (PS) TFMs

First, PS polymer chips (8.4 g) were dissolved in DMF (31.6 g)
with stirring for 8 h to prepare the PS electrospinning solution.
Then, the solution was transferred to a plastic syringe, which
was subsequently fixed onto a DXES-4 electrospinner (Shanghai
Oriental Nanotechnology Co., Ltd., China) equipped with a high-
voltage power supply. A piece of nonwoven fabric was covered
with a metallic cylinder as the collector. The feeding rate was
3 mL�h�1, the voltage applied to the spinneret was 30 kV, the dis-
tance between the spinneret and the collector was 20 cm, and the
rotation rate of the cylinder was 50 revolutions per minute (rpm).
The temperature and relative humidity were controlled at
(23 ± 2) �C and 80% ± 3%, respectively. Therefore, fluffy PS fibrous
membranes were formed. Then, different pressures in the range
of 0–35 MPa were applied to the membranes for 10 min to obtain
PS TFMs with different transparencies.

2.3. Fabrication of PS TFM/AgNWs conductive films

The silver nanowire dispersions were prepared first. AgNWs
with the average diameter of 30 nm and length of 100 lm were
chosen and dispersed in ethanol at the concentration of
0.2 mg�mL�1 and then subjected to ultrasonication for 15 s.
Then, the fluffy PS fibrous membrane was cut into small pieces
with a diameter (d) of 20 mm. Afterward, the samples were
hot-pressed at 0.5 MPa and 40 �C for 5 s to obtain a dense
and smooth surface. Then, different amounts of AgNWs were
loaded onto the surface via vacuum filtration followed by oven
drying at 40 �C for 1 h. Finally, PS samples with AgNWs
were pressed using different pressures to obtain PS TFM/AgNW
conductive films.

2.4. Characterizations

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained
using a VEGA 3 SEM instrument (TESCAN Ltd., Czech Republic).
The root-mean-square (RMS) roughness of the films and single
fibers of the TFM were tested using optical profilometry (Bruker
ContourGT-K1, Germany) and atomic force microscopy (AFM,
Agilent 5500, USA). The pore structures of the membranes were
investigated using a capillary flow porometer (CFP-1100AI, Porous
Materials Inc., Germany). The porosities of the obtained films were
computed using the following formula:

Porosity ¼ q1 � q2

q1
� 100% ð1Þ
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where q1 and q2 represent the densities of the polymer and the
electrospun membranes, respectively. The tensile mechanical prop-
erties of the membranes were analyzed using a tensile tester (XQ-
1C, Shanghai New Fiber Instrument Co., Ltd., China). X-ray diffrac-
tometry (XRD) measurements were performed on a D8 Advance
diffractometer (Bruker, Germany), using CuKa (wavelength of
1.5406 Å (1 Å = 10�10 m)) as the X-ray source. The transmittance
spectra were measured using a ultraviolet–visible (UV–vis) spec-
trometer (U-3900, Hitachi, Japan). Furthermore, the sheet resistance
was measured using a multifunction digital four-probe tester (ST-
2258C, Suzhou Jingge Electronic Co., Ltd., China).
Fig. 1. Fabrication process of TFMs. (a) Schematic of TFM fabrication. Photographs of
Molecular structures of PSU and PS. (e) Photographs of PU fibrous membranes before and
PVDF, and (i) CA fibrous membranes before and after pressing (d = 20 mm). (j) Molecul
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3. Results and discussion

The TFM fabrication process includes two steps, which are sim-
ple and consume little energy and time, as shown in Fig. 1(a). In the
first step, one polymer was selected as the primary material to pre-
pare a continuous fibrous network via electrospinning. After a few
hours, the pristine fibrous membrane was fabricated under suit-
able spinning conditions. In the second step, mechanical pressing
was applied to the free-standing fluffy fibrous network for a few
minutes. This led to a reduction in thickness, and thus, a highly
TFMs. Using this facile method, various fibrous polymers and
(b) PSU and (c) PS fibrous membranes before and after pressing (d = 20 mm). (d)
after pressing (d = 20 mm). (f) Molecular structure of PU. Photographs of (g) PAN, (h)
ar structures of PAN, PVDF, and CA.
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free-standing TFMs could be fabricated, and the light transmit-
tance was controlled by pressing at different mechanical pressures.
According to the relationship between the transparency and flexi-
bility of molecular chains, the polymers frequently used in electro-
spinning can generally be divided into three categories (Figs. 1(b)–
(j)). In the first category, linear polymers with rigid molecular
chains that contain benzene rings in the backbone or side chains
exhibit the best transparent performance for fibrous membranes
after pressing. This is because the polymer chains feature a high
rigidity (internal rotation of chemical bonds is not allowed) and
are more prone to brittle deformation under external force, leading
to densely packed fibrous membranes. For example, as shown in
Figs. 1(b) and (c), the PSU and PS fibrous membranes with rigid
polymer chains (Fig. 1(d)) reached the highest transparency after
pressing. In the second category, the block copolymer PU is com-
posed of alternately inlaid soft and hard segments, so it displays
polymer chains with flexibility and resilience (chemical bonds
are easier to rotate and recover). As a result, the fibers were more
difficult to deform, and therefore, the fibrous membranes had very
poor transparency after pressing (Fig. 1(e)). As shown in Fig. 1(f),
the repeat unit of PU is the carbamate group (–NHCOO–), whose
left and right ends are hard and soft segments, respectively. In
the third category, polymers with fine molecular chains exhibited
flexibility between the other two types of polymers and exhibited
high membrane transparency after pressing. For example, as
shown in Figs. 1(g)–(i), PAN, PVDF, and CA fibrous membranes also
exhibited high transparency after pressing, better than the block
copolymer PU but lower than the linear, rigid polymers (PSU and
PS). The molecular structures of the polymers are shown in
Fig. 1(j). The average thickness of all the fibrous membranes was
controlled at approximately (80 ± 2) lm.

It should be emphasized that this classification applies to most
polymers used in electrospinning, except for a few special cases,
and the thicknesses and average fiber diameters of the above pris-
tine membranes were controlled at the same scale (Figs. S1 and S2
in Appendix A). In addition, pressed TFMs are mechanically flexible
and can easily attach to different substrates. Appendix A Fig. S3
shows examples of TFMs that were successfully transferred to
various surfaces, such as a leaf, paper napkin, PET plastic, and
curved glass. These transfers were all performed without any sur-
face treatment, indicating that the transparent membranes have
favorable adhesion properties.

Here, PS fibrous membranes were used as an example to study
the performance of TFMs. Figs. 2(a)–(d) shows the SEM images of
the pristine PS membrane and three types of pure PS TFMs with
different light transmittances (at 550 nm). The light transmittance
of the untreated pristine PS membrane was approximately 0.1%,
indicating that the light could barely pass through the membrane.
Corresponding to the different mechanical pressures of 25, 30, and
35 MPa, the light transmittances of the three TFMs were 78%, 83%,
and 89%, respectively at 550 nm. From the optical photos, we can
see a significant difference in transparency (Appendix A Fig. S4).
Fig. 2(a) indicates that the pristine PS membrane had a sparse
and loose fibrous structure with a large size and large number of
pores. Figs. 2(b)–(d) show that the TFMs were compact, and the
size and number of pores were considerably decreased.

However, with the increase in light transmittance, the loss of
fibrous morphology also increases, as shown in Figs. 2(b)–(d). This
is because the fibers are flattened and partially embedded in each
other (Appendix A Fig. S5). The pore size distribution and porosity
of the membranes were also studied, and the results are presented
in Fig. 2(e). The pore size distribution of the pristine PS membrane
was in the range of 10–20 lm,while the porosity and transmittance
were 98.1% and 0.1%, respectively. After pressing, the pore size was
reduced to the range of 0.4–2.0 lm, while the membrane possessed
27.7% porosity and 78.0% transmittance. As the transmittance
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increased, the pore size became smaller and more concentrated to
the range of 0.2–1.5 lm, and a decrease in the porosity was
observed to 23.2% with 83.0% transmittance. When the porosity
decreased to 10.2%, the transmittance was 89.0% and the pore size
was 0.1–0.9 lm. Hence, the pore size and porosity decrease with an
increase in the light transmittance. The porosity changed signifi-
cantly from 98.1% to 10.2%, while the light transmittance increased
from 0.1% to 89.0%. The relationship between porosity and trans-
mittance is shown in Fig. 2(f). The corresponding porosity values
of the different transmittances are listed in Appendix A Table S1,
which proves that porosity is the main contributor to transparency.
Appendix A Fig. S6 shows the transmittance and thickness of the PS
TFMs fabricated at different pressures. When the pressure was
increased from 0 to 35 MPa, the transmittance increased from
0.1% to 89.0%, and the thickness decreased from approximately
1300 to 23 lm. As the pressure continued to increase, the light
transmittance hardly changed, but the fibrous membranes were
destroyed. As shown in Fig. 2(g), AFM was used to collect the sur-
face information of a single fiber from the 89.0%-transmittance
membrane, and it was found that the single fiber had a low RMS
of (52 ± 2) nm. A three-dimensional (3D) AFM line scan image of
the PS TFM is displayed in Appendix A Fig. S7. Moreover, as shown
in Figs. 2(h)–(k), 3D optical profilometry images of Figs. 2(a)–(d)
were obtained, while the 2D optical profilometry images are shown
in Appendix A Fig. S8. It can be seen that the pristinemembrane had
a high surface roughnesswith the RMS of (8.98 ± 1.00) lm. The pris-
tine membrane comprised many PS micro/nanofibers with count-
less micro-sized pores, which led to intense light reflection and
scattering loss at numerous fiber–air interfaces. Therefore, the pris-
tine membrane displayed high opacity. Compared with the pristine
membrane, the transparent membranes became denser with low
surface roughness and smaller pores after pressing. The RMS values
of the membranes with transmittances of 78.0%, 83.0%, and 89.0%
were (319 ± 10), (278 ± 10), and (176 ± 10) nm, respectively. This
indicates that the transparency increased while the surface rough-
ness decreased.

Therefore, within a proper range, the greater the applied pres-
sure, the higher the light transmittance achieved by the mem-
brane. Although high pressure caused closer packing of fibers and
reduced surface roughness, thickness, and pore size, as well as
decreased fibrous morphology to a certain degree, the TFMs main-
tained a certain porosity and fibrous morphology and did not form
solid films. This phenomenon has also been observed in TFMs
made from other polymers. Compared with traditional solid and
smooth transparent films, such as PET board and glass, porous
TFMs possess the advantages of high porosity, controllable pore
sizes, and prospective applications in the fields of flexible electron-
ics, tissue engineering, and air filtration, among others.

According to the research and analysis presented above, the
reasons why the fibrous membrane materials are opaque will be
explained here, as well as the mechanism for the development of
transparency in the fibrous membrane materials (Fig. 3(a)). When
light passes through the fibrous membrane, there are several
losses: absorption loss (some light is absorbed by the fibrous mem-
brane), reflection loss (light is reflected back onto the surface of the
fibrous membrane), scattering loss (inside the fibrous membrane),
and the direct transmittance of light. The main factors that affected
the light transmittance of the fibrous membranes were as follows:
① surface roughness of the fibrous membrane. Defects (cracks and
pores) and dust particles on the surfaces of the fibers increased the
roughness of the entire membrane, which caused the light to dif-
fuse and reflect off the surface. In addition, the structure of the
accumulated fibers affected the surface roughness. The denser
and smoother the accumulated fibers, the lower the surface rough-
ness of the fibrous membrane. ② Air. The fibrous membrane is a
mixture of fibers and air. The different refractive indices of air



Fig. 2. Morphologies and pore structures. SEM images of PS fibrous membranes with different transmittance values of (a) 0.1%, (b) 78.0%, (c) 83.0%, and (d) 89.0%. (e) Pore size
distributions and porosities of (a)–(d) (T: transmittance). (f) Relationship between transmittance and porosity. (g) AFM line scan of TFM with RMS of (52 ± 2) nm. (h)–(k)
Optical profilometry images of PS fibrous membranes in (a)–(d).
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and the fibers caused the reflection loss of light at the interface
between the two components. According to Fresnel’s law [46],

m ¼ n� 1
nþ 1

� �2

, where m stands for reflection loss and n refers to

the relative refractive index of two different media, where the
refractive index of air is 1; the reflection loss increased with an
increase in the difference in the refractive indices. It was deter-
mined that a high amount of light was reflected onto the surface
of the fibrous membrane and that light was scattered inside the
fibrous membrane.③Membrane thickness. The thicker the fibrous
membrane, the greater the decrease in light intensity, and the
more difficult it is for light to pass through. Therefore, it is difficult
to achieve transparency of fibrous membranes for these reasons.

Considering these factors, a simple and effective strategy using
electrospinning followed by mechanical pressing was realized to
fabricate TFMs. Pure PS without impurities was used to prepare
the fibrous membrane via electrospinning, and the obtained
fibrous membrane had a smooth surface and few internal defects.
After pressing, the fluffy fibrous membrane became dense, and the
surface roughness of the membrane decreased from micrometers
to nanometers, resulting in a reduction in the reflection loss and
a dramatic reduction in thickness. Meanwhile, a large amount of
air was expelled, which significantly reduced the reflection loss
at the interface between the fibers and air. Hence, the light
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transmittance of the fibrous membrane was greatly improved
and the fibrous membrane became transparent.

Surprisingly, the PS TFM exhibited an interesting haze phe-
nomenon. A pattern with grid lines was designed to show the
image effects of the PS TFM (Figs. 3(b) and (c)). When the mem-
brane contacted the pattern, all grid lines were clearly visible.
However, both the parallel and vertical lines were diminished
when the membrane was placed 10 mm above the grid lines. As
displayed in Fig. 3(d), the left and right photographs show how
the light arrived on the blackboard without a TFM and with the
PS TFM, respectively. When light passed through the PS TFM, the
intensity of the light diffused. Such high haze was attributed to
the membrane still having numerous interfaces between the fibers
and air, which led to small-angle scattering inside the membrane.
In addition to its unique optical properties, the PS TFM also exhib-
ited excellent mechanical properties (Fig. 3(e)), including high ten-
sile fracture strength (~148 MPa), nearly 78 times that of a pristine
fluffy PS membrane (~1.9 MPa). However, the strain tolerance of
the PS TFM was sharply reduced owing to the close contact and
the significant increase in interaction points among the fibers after
pressing. This allowed the membrane to bear a higher external
force and reduce slipping among the fibers. Therefore, the fracture
strength significantly increased and elongation of the PS TFM
decreased. Moreover, the TFMs fabricated via the two-step



Fig. 3. Mechanism for determining the optical and mechanical properties of PS TFMs. (a) Schematic of the mechanism of light propagation for fibrous membranes. TFMs
placed (b) directly onto the grids and (c) 10 mm above the grids. (d) Images of the scattered light spot: Left is without TFM, and right is with PS TFM. (e) Tensile stress–strain
curves of PS TFM and pristine PS membrane (inset: the curve of pristine PS membrane at large magnification). (f) Optical images of TFMs showing outstanding mechanical
properties and flexibility. (g) Schematic showing the light management of a glass window using PS TFMs.
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approach were flexible, which was attributed to the continuous
polymer fibrous networks, as shown in Fig. 3(f). Such a duality in
mechanical properties may lead to applications in certain fields.
For example, as shown in Fig. 3(g), the PS TFM could be used for
light management when combined with glass windows for future
applications. The membrane prevented strong light from directly
shining into a room, hence the indoor light was dimmer, with open
curtains and lights off.

Flexible transparent conductive films have become increasingly
popular with the rapid development of flexible electronic devices
in recent years. They include materials such as carbon nanotubes
[47,48], graphene [49], and metallic networks [40,50,51], which
are usually supported by substrates such as PET or glass and
require complex manufacturing processes. Flexible, transparent,
fiber-based conductive membranes were prepared using the elec-
trospun PS TFMs and included the addition of AgNWs during
vacuum-assisted filtration. AgNWs exhibit a very low resistivity
of 1.6 � 10�8 X∙m and are widely used as conductive media.

A schematic of the fabrication of the TFM/AgNW nanocompos-
ite conductive membranes is presented in Fig. 4(a). The fibrous
membrane was cut into circular shapes with diameters of 20 mm,
followed by hot-pressing. The purpose of the hot-pressing
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treatment was to densify and flatten the surface of the fibrous
membrane and reduce the surface fluidity to prepare it for AgNW
loading. Fig. 4(b) shows an optical image of the hot-pressed
membrane; compared with the pristine fluffy fibrous membrane
(Fig. 1(b)), the fluffiness was eliminated (Appendix A Fig. S9) and
the thickness was reduced. Then, the AgNWs were loaded onto
the surface of the fibrous membrane via vacuum-assisted filtration.
As seen in the SEM image of the hot-pressed membrane with
AgNWs (Fig. 4(c)), the surface morphology of the fibrous
membrane changed from loose and uneven (Fig. 2(a)) to dense
and smooth, which reduced the leakage of AgNWs. The AgNWs
formed a uniform network structure because the framework of
the fibrous membrane decreased aggregation of the AgNWs.
This caused the composite to exhibit high conductivity. In contrast,
very few AgNWs were present on the untreated PS fibrous
membrane (Appendix A Fig. S10). After drying, the circular-
shaped membrane containing AgNWs was pressed under high
pressure to form a transparent, fiber-based, conductive membrane.
An optical image of the TFM/AgNW conductive membrane is
shown in Fig. 4(d). Figs. 4(e)–(i) show the SEM images of TFM/
AgNW nanocomposite conductive membranes containing different
AgNW masses of 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2 mg, respectively. The



Fig. 4. Fabrication and micromorphology of the TFM/AgNWs. (a) Schematic illustrating the fabrication of TFM/AgNW nanocomposite conductive membranes. (b) Optical
image of a hot-pressed membrane (d = 20 mm). (c) SEM image of a hot-pressed membrane covered with AgNWs. (d) Optical image of TFM/AgNWs (d = 20 mm). SEM images of
the TFM/AgNW nanocomposite conductive membranes with different AgNW masses of (e) 0.4, (f) 0.6, (g) 0.8, (h) 1.0, and (i) 1.2 mg.
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TFM/AgNW nanocomposite conductive membranes displayed an
even distribution of AgNWs. With an increase in the mass of
AgNWs, more highly efficient conductive networks were obtained
because more junction points were generated.

Fig. 5(a) demonstrates the XRD patterns of the pure PS TFM and
the conductive TFM/AgNW membrane with the increasing content
of AgNWs. The conductive nanocomposite membranes presented
similar diffraction peaks at 2h = 38.12� and 44.28�, while no dis-
tinct diffraction peak was apparent for the pure PS TFM. Diffraction
peaks at 2h = 9.94� and 19.28� belonged to PS. The silver crystal
planes of (111) and (200) indicated the face-centered cubic (fcc)
crystalline silver. Furthermore, the intensity of the diffraction
peaks at 2h = 38.12� and 44.28� increased gradually as the AgNW
content increased. Fig. 5(b) shows the transmittance of pure PS
TFM and conductive TFM/AgNW nanocomposite membranes with
different amounts of AgNWs in the visible light region (400–
800 nm). The pure PS TFM and the conductive nanocomposite
membranes with low AgNW content had high transparency, par-
ticularly pure PS TFM with the transmittance of 89.0% at 550 nm.
The resistance and transmittance of the conductive membranes
with different AgNW contents are shown in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. S11
in Appendix A. The transmittances (at 550 nm) of the nanocompos-
ite conductive membranes covered with 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, and
1.2 mg of AgNWs were 82.0%, 80.0%, 78.0%, 72.0%, and 64.0%,
respectively. With the increasing AgNWmass, the optical transmit-
tance gradually decreased because of more scattering and reflec-
tion of light. The conductive membranes exhibited a sheet
resistance of approximately 50 X�sq�1 at a low AgNW mass
(0.4 mg) because of the sparsely distributed AgNWs and very few
junction points. As the mass of AgNWs increased to 1.0 mg, the
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sheet resistance rapidly decreased to 3.5 X�sq�1, which was much
less than that of ITO (> 50 X�sq�1) and graphene synthesized via
chemical vapor deposition (> 250 X�sq�1), due to the formation
of numerous junction points and efficiently conductive AgNW net-
works. With the higher AgNW mass of 1.2 mg, there was a very
small resistance drop to 3.0 X�sq�1 because of an increase in the
junction resistance between the AgNWs. The relationship between
sheet resistance and transmittance can be utilized in fabricating
transparent conductive membranes with the required sheet resis-
tance to satisfy the demands of different applications.

The conductive TFM/AgNW nanocomposite membranes were
flexible and bendable. A bending test was performed to examine
the mechanical durability of the TFM/AgNW membranes, and the
results were compared with those of ITO/PET conductive films
(150 X�sq�1), as shown in Figs. 5(d) and (e). The TFM/AgNW mem-
branes were bent from flat to the radius of 3 mm (Fig. 5(d)), or
repeatedly bent to 4 mm over 800 cycles (Fig. 5(e)). Upon examina-
tion of the TFM/AgNW membrane after both bending methods, no
significant change in the electrical conductivity was observed. In
contrast, the ITO/PET film exhibited severe degradation in conduc-
tivity after bending to 4 mm or bending to 4 mm for more than 150
cycles. Fig. 5(e) shows that the TFM/AgNW membranes preserved
their mechanical robustness and conductivity through many cycles
of dynamic bending tests. Fig. 5(f) shows the stability of the mem-
branes during continuous charging. After 7200 s, the resistance of
the conductive membranes only increased by 0.08 X�sq�1, con-
firming the stable conductivity. An organic light emitting diode
(OLED) lamp was illuminated via the TFM/AgNW transparent con-
ductive membrane attached to a leaf, as shown in Fig. 5(g), proving
that the membrane had a high conductivity. Optical images of the



Fig. 5. Optical and electrical properties of TFM/AgNWs. (a) XRD patterns and (b) transmittance of the pure PS TFM and the conductive TFM/AgNW nanocomposite
membranes with increasing content of AgNWs. (c) Resistance and transmittance of conductive membranes with different AgNW contents. (d) Sheet resistance versus bending
radius for bendable transparent conductive membranes comprising ITO/PET and TFM/AgNWs (inset: the direction of bending; R0 and R represent sheet resistance before and
after bending tests respectively; and r represents the bending radius). (e) Variations in the resistance of ITO/PET and TFM/AgNWs, which were both bent to the radius of
4 mm; inset: bending display. (f) Stability testing of a TFM/AgNW conductive membrane during continuous charging. (g) Photo of transparent conductive membrane used to
illuminate an OLED lamp (inset: transparent membrane (78.0%, 9 X�sq�1) attached to a leaf). (h) Optical photographs of the transparent conductive membranes (containing
0–1.2 mg of AgNWs) with different transmittances (at 550 nm) of 89.0%, 82.0%, 80.0%, 78.0%, 72.0%, and 64.0%. The background is the logo of Donghua University, Shanghai,
China. a.u.: arbitrary units; 2h: scattering angle.
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transparent conductive membranes with different AgNW masses
are presented in Fig. 5(h). The transmittance decreased from 89.0%
to 64.0% with the increase in the mass of AgNWs, and the back-
ground used was the logo of Donghua University, Shanghai, China.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we demonstrated the fabrication of transparent
and porous electrospun fibrous membranes via a facile but effec-
tive method and summarized the relationship between the trans-
parency performance and molecular structure of polymers for the
first time. The fibrous morphology and porosity of the membranes
were preserved after a mechanical pressing process, and the effects
of porosity and surface roughness on the transmittance were
investigated. In addition, the mechanism of the transparency of
the fibrous membranes was systematically revealed. The TFMs
exhibited excellent flexibility, high optical transmittance (~89% at
550 nm along with high haze), and high porosity and mechanical
strength (~148 MPa). Such porous, transparent, and fibrous mem-
branes will play key roles in the fields of intelligent wearables,
electronic skin, air filtration, and tissue engineering. Moreover,
the fabrication of transparent and flexible nanocomposite mem-
91
branes based on highly transparent electrospun fibrous mem-
branes was demonstrated. Composite membranes containing
AgNWs also exhibited excellent electrical conductivities (to
compete with ITO films) as well as notable mechanical perfor-
mance (to bear abundant bending stresses) and can be widely used
in flexible optoelectronic devices.
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